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Working together towards your goals, we can 
help you achieve more, with...
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...more support

With our outstanding 
qualifications support, 
including pre- and 
post-assessment 
services and 
professional 
development.

…more innovation

With our innovation in 
assessment for a new 
generation, including  
onscreen assessment 
and truly modular 
qualifications

...more understanding

With our local 
consultants who will 
work closely with you 
to understand your 
needs and help you 
deliver your vision
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Our outstanding qualifications support
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Our outstanding qualifications support



Our innovation in next generation assessment: 
Onscreen assessment
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The natural choice for students

We are proud to lead the way in 
onscreen assessment as the first 
awarding body to offer onscreen 
International GCSE exams alongside 
traditional paper-based exams.

And now growing rapidly

In 2023, entry numbers have 
doubled for onscreen exams as 
thousands of students around the world 
choose to take their International GCSE 
exams onscreen not on paper.
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From pilot to reality

What started as a pilot in 2020, became 
a reality in 2022 when students sat their 
Pearson Edexcel International GCSE 
English Language exams onscreen for 
the first time.
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Our innovation in next generation assessment: 
Modular qualifications
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Leading the way with choice

We are the only awarding body to offer a 
modular route for International GCSEs as 
an alternative to the linear assessment 
route. Our modular International A levels 
are already taken by students worldwide.

And supporting student success

Whichever route you choose, the exams 
take the same amount of time, teachers 
spend the same amount of time teaching, 
and everyone has the best chance of 
success at international GCSE.
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Meeting students' needs

A modular route offers a sensible and 
authentic form of assessment that 
reflects how today's students sit other 
high stakes assessments in their lives, 
e.g., language proficiency or driving tests.
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Our local consultants listen and support
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Americas Europe AsiaAfrica Aus + NZMENAT

They know your 
country, your 
schools and your 
market

They're always 
on hand to 

support you

They take time to 
understand your 
school vision so 
they can help you 
achieve your goals

They're our biggest 
asset and the 
reason many 
schools 
give for switching to 
Pearson from 
another awarding 
body

We have local 
consultant in 
most countries in 
which we operate
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